Making eradication of poverty an integral objective of all policies: what will it take?
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Making the eradication of poverty an integral objective of all policies implies inclusively in public sector policies where the essence of policies is to, create, provide and secure an environment of well-being for the population. Wouldn’t that be pointless and great inefficiency? The eradication of poverty as an integral part of all policies is no doubt an important mechanism against the problem, however it must be significantly developed in areas such as private sector, international and civil society organizations, and media.

Is it still necessary to mention that upstream any action or intervention from any actor aimed to eradicate poverty; the affected people who are the subject of the question are the ones responsible for defending themselves by any means against the issue? If deprived of capable means to defend themselves, the unique alternative isn’t choose the right men and women who are ready for the sacrifice? It is therefore essential they convince themselves that their choice is decisive in the search of solutions against poverty.

Requiring the private sector philanthropists to formulate policies to eradicate poverty is coherent, but can making the eradication of poverty be an objective that will find a place in a private sector driven by the eagerness of the maximum profit and careless competition? Beside public regulations, considering that private sector’s policies undermine often time the interests of a great deal of population in areas like least developed countries, what can kind of objectives can be expected from the sector concerning the eradication of poverty in it policies?

The international and civil society organizations must transcend the well-studied, planned and drafted policies which turn-out generally with poor or none tangible and visible outcomes. Making targeted international and civil society organizations guaranty results must be considered. That will contribute to make their policies gradually but visibly change the scope of misery on the ground? The persistence of extreme poverty in rural areas of least developed countries where international organizations are frequents bring one to question the efficacy of these organizations.

The media is an important segment of eradicating poverty, because of the influence it exercises on people. Processing information of distress such as a hunger that hit an area because of dried season caused by exogenous factors with an end of support, motivation and resilience without being partial will have help greatly the affected people than a hopeless information.

The eradication of poverty is a collective burden of human family; only a demonstration of humanity can overcome it. That is why a sense of humanity must find a place in private sector’s policies, in making headlines. Refraining from actions that will lead others into indignity, it demands reflection? As subjective as it may sound, real manifestation of humanity as back ground of all policies will improve billions of lives. That humanity is not giving something but just to recognize the other.